
“I bet my bottom dollar your broker
is clueless about these 4 gems!”

U.S. Government Virtually
Guarantees Profits!

Yes, I knowwhat you’ve just read is a big claim.

But, the future is here… and the profits are
virtually guaranteed…

Four Companies Guaranteed
Support by the US

Government!

These four companies (two of them trading
under $13 a share) have already made radical
progress in the development of an alternative fuel
that has already won guaranteed support from the
U.S. Government. Not only that, but it’s grabbing
the attention (and the funds!) of mega billionaires
like Bill Gates, Richard Branson, and even the
founders of Google! (More about that later)

And that’s precisely why I don’t want
you to miss out on it. It’s not in solar, hydrogen,

or wind. It’s the Cheapest, Most Sensible
Alternative there is — It’s biofuel!

Hey, Mid-East Oil Sheiks!
Move Over – There’s ANew
Kid on the Energy Block!

Here’s the nitty-gritty: Bio-fuel is a green and
completely clean fuel source. It’s also called agrofuel,
and can be broadly defined as any solid, liquid, or gas
fuel consisting of or derived from biomass.

Biomass is nothing more than materials that
were recently living organisms. In this case, plants
and their by-products. Better yet, it is a renewable
energy source. (Unlike petroleum and coal which,
once you use them are gone forever.)

And thanks to a miraculous feat of engineer-
ing and science, this energy source has suddenly
become competitive with oil, catapulting it from
a back-yard business into a global economic
phenomenon…

Right now biofuels are capturing about $23
billion of the $1.3+ trillion we spend each year to
power our cars, trucks, airplanes, trains, and ships.
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Introducing an Engineering
Breakthrough That Makes
Dirt Cheap Gas With NO Oil!

“In an incredible feat of engineering, 4 rising stars in the
alternative energy universe have managed to plummet their
costs in the production of a new environmentally friendly

fuel from $5.40 a gallon to a mere 18 cents! It’s now…

“The first and only legitimate, cost effective, alternative gasoline
ever developed that can really replace oil-produced gasoline.”
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Just think: That’s just 2% of the market with an
astounding 98% upside. To say we’re at the forefront
of a growth curve is an understatement.

AMarket Set To
Grow By 1,000%?

So much so, one Brazilian company is planning
to spend $54 billion just on this new fuel by 2010.

The fact is that major governments from the
world over have practically guaranteed this revolu-
tion by writing it into law: The U.S., the E.U.,
Japan, China — all have passed statutes mandating
that biofuel be increasingly used to replace crude oil
products in order to reduce emissions — and to
reduce dependence on foreign crude.

In Europe, biodiesel also repre-
sents just 2% of total on-road trans-
portation fuel consumption and is
expected to reach 6% by 2010. The
U.S. is still a little behind.

There’s no getting around it: The market for
biodiesel is growing at a phenomenal rate. Consumption
in the U.S. grew from 25 million gallons in 2004 to 78
million in 2005. That’s 300% in one year!

Not only that, but biodiesel pro-
duction in the U.S. was estimated
to reach approximately 700 million
gallons by the end of 2007… up an
astonishing 1,000%!

And did you know that in the U.S. alone, more
than 80% of commercial trucks and city buses run on
diesel,making thepotentialU.S.market for biodiesel huge?

How so? Well, with ethanol.

Billions of gallons of production capacity
are under construction right now. Everyone virtu-
ally agrees there will be an early domestic ability
to produce 7.5 billion gallons of renewable fuels.

Refiners will be required to blend biofuel into
diesel and gasoline supplies by 2012, as laid out in
the current federal renewable fuels standard (RFS).

Just think: That’s just four years away.

It’s inevitable…

Biofuel is Not Just an
Alternative — It’s Destined to

be The Alternative…

PLUS, it also enjoys one powerful advantage:
It can be retrofitted into the $45 trillion global infra-
structure with a minimal amount of modifications.

“…because of the peculiarities of geology
and the limits of modern technology, it
will soon be impossible for the world’s
reserves to surrender enough oil to meet
daily demand...

– New York Times
August 21, 2005
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In fact, your car may already be able to run
on it (or at least a mix of it). It can currently run in
SUVs, airplanes, trucks, and trains.

Detroit has already manufactured and
sold 6 million cars capable of running on a 100%
pure blend of it. Millions more are on the way.

While many new refineries need to be built,
they’re cheap, easy, and quick to build. Not to men-
tion they bring strong economic benefits to local
communities.

There’s no doubt in my mind that BioFuel is
about to help clear our dark skies, spur an agricul-
tural renaissance, and green the industrial land-
scape. In a nutshell:

It is our first major step
towards weaning ourselves
off oil and securing our ener-
gy independence. And for
early investors, it may prove
to be the energy investment
opportunity of
a lifetime…

And yes, even Big
Daddy Oil (who has
shown very little interest
in alternative energies
up until now) has been
getting on board.

Big Corporations from Shell to Archer
Daniels Midland… and Cargill to Abengoa have
also begun to build some of the world’s largest
BioRefineries.

Most likely, they see the writing on the wall
and want to cash in on the soaring global demand.
So let me ask you: Are you…

Ready to Follow the Smart
Money for BIG PROFITS?!

Then it might be a good idea to tag along
with these guys…

• Bill Gates recently injected $84 million
into one of America’s very few publicly
traded biofuel pure-plays.

• Two years ago Britain, India and Holland
all built their first biorefineries –with dozens
more planned.

• Willie Nelson recently launched his own
brand of BioFuel called BioWillie.

• Richard Branson soon followed with his
version called VirginFuel.

• Even Larry Page and Surgey Brin, the
Google billionaires, have begun to show
interest, recently touring the operations of
Brazil’s biggest BioFuel producer.

• 93 BioRefineries are currently in operation
in the U.S. – and 15 more are under
construction (with another 40-50 announced).

In fact, Brazil was the first major country to
become energy independent (thanks to their
BioFuel production). Today over 48% of Brazil’s cars
are powered by BioFuels. What’s more, the average
gasoline price is currently $5.15 a gallon, while

BioFuels are only $3.64
a gallon.

There are billions
to be made by both
industry and by individ-
ual investors, when

everyone has finally begun to realize that the days of
easy oil are over!

(over, please)

“In late June, oil giant BP PLC said it will
invest $90 million in a joint venture with
U.K.-based D1 Oils PLC, a biofuels start-
up that’s developing jatropha in India and
elsewhere.

Another company, Australia-based
Mission Biofuels Ltd., has raised more
than $80 million from investors and has
representatives fanning out across the
Indian subcontinent to sign up growers. It
has roughly 66,000 acres under cultiva-
tion already and expects to hit 250,000 by
2010.

~Wall Street Journal On-line
– August 2007



The Department of Energy
Has Declared Biofuel “the
fastest-growing alternative

fuel in the country”

Even our President – the quintessential
Texas oil man – is backing this revolution and has
named it one of the key solutions to breaking our
addiction to oil. One writer even called it
“methadone for global oil addiction.”

Yes, that’s dramatic… but it’s accurate. With
low-sulfur crude getting much harder and more
expensive to extract every year, biofuel is getting here
just in time. And as with crude oil and natural gas,
there are plenty of ways to profit from biofuel…

And that’s investing in the companies
who grow it, refine it, sell it, and transport it, or
are vertically integrated from start to finish.

The global market for biodiesel is poised
for explosive growth in the next 10 years.

Although Europe currently represents 90%
of global biodiesel consumption and production, the
U.S. is now ramping up production faster than
Europe, and Brazil is expected to surpass U.S. and
European biodiesel production by the year 2015.

The Answer to the Energy
Dilemma PLUS Our Best Chance

At FINALLY Declaring Our
Independence From Mid-East Oil!

While everyone from Hollywood… to the
Heartland… to Wall Street and beyond is racing to
get a piece of this market, most are mystified with
how best to play this new energy game.

Look - if you ever wanted to be at the right
place and right time with a rising sector investment
with PROFIT… one that you tell your grandkids

Venture capital investment in biofuels has
increased from less than $1 million in
2004 to $20.5 million in 2005 to $813 mil-
lion last year [in 2006]. Much of that
investment is flowing to biotechnology
companies that genetically engineer
microbes that produce enzymes needed to
break down crops into alcohol. If we’re
cracking out the calculator, that’s about a
4000%, or 40x increase year-over-year.

~Associated Press – Interview with Ron
Pernick, co-founder of Clean Edge! (A
Company that tracks Venture Capital
Investments)

Up
29.8% in
2007

Up
21.1% in
2006

Up
50.1% in
2005

Up
35.2% in
2004

Even a profit of 86.5% in 19 Days!
While our long-term portfolio is more conservative, our aggressive portfolio is more dynamic. For the aggressive portfolio,

we use a unique strategy of calls and puts that allows us to hedge our risks, leverage our profits, and reinvest our gains for
maximum yields. You can even profit when the price of oil falls. As a result, we've made some spectacular gains in just a
matter of days. Here are just a few:

Trade Return Time
Apache Corp February 2005 Calls 86.5% 19 days
Apache Corp January 2006 Calls 58% 3 months
Gold & Silver Stock Index Contracts 35% 1 day
Berry Petroleum 16.5% 3 weeks
Energy SPDR Calls 13.7% 1 week
Burlington Resources 19.9% 22 months

4
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about (especially if you missed owning Microsoft in
the beginning) well, THIS is it! Remember: We are
projecting these four gems to give you 100-200% in
a very short time. Now is your chance to position
yourself for exponential gains in this explosive
alternative energy sector!

And in a few minutes I’ll give you the whole
story on it PLUS show you how to grab a big piece
of those profits. It’s an incredible opportunity that
literally takes my breath away.

But, before I continue please allow me to
introduce myself.

My name is James DiGeorgia. You may
know me as the Publisher and Editor of The Gold
& Energy Advisor or as the author of the best sell-
ing book The Global War for Oil. If not, simply
Google me and you’ll quickly see my background.

3,512% Gains on
the Mind Bending

Technologies of Tomorrow
I’ve made a great deal of money investing

over the years. Some incredible gains were made by
being in investments way before The Wall Street
crowd knew what hit them!

In fact, by the time I was 19, I was already
running my first multi-million dollar business, some
even called me the “wiz kid.”

Later, I wrote several best-selling books on oil,
commodities, and investing. Over the years the press
has flocked to my door. I’ve been quoted in dozens of
publications including everything fromBarron’s to the
New York Times and the Chicago Tribune to the Los
Angeles Times.

In 1997, I realized that the rapid develop-
ments in technology, computers, medicine, and
biotechnology were creating unprecedented oppor-
tunities for investors… and started the first of my
many financial news advisories.

The method to our very profitable “madness”
is simple: By understanding and staying abreast of
revolutionary and disruptive new technologies,
we’ve been able to reap staggering profits for our
investors again and again - and often at times when
mainstream investors were scrambling to exit
crashing stocks in dying industries.

While most investors are happy with annual
gains of 7%, maybe 10%, even 12%, I was able to
help my readers (who participated with us) enjoy
spectacular returns like these:

• 2,950% profits in just 13 months on a
European telecom.

• 424% annualized profits on an Internet
advertising company.

• 302% annualized profits on a medical
equipment manufacturer.

• 293% annualized profits on an online
video operation.

• 264% gain so far on a little-known biotech
with what looks like a breakthrough
cancer treatment.

• 81% profit on a nanotechnology company
in just 14 days.

(over, please)5

We Beat the Dow by 2 to 1 and the S&P by Almost 4 to 1 in 2007!

“What people need to hear loud and clear
is that we’re running out of energy in
America.”

- President George W. Bush, 2005

James DiGeorgia is the author of many best-
selling books on commodities including The
Insider’s Guide to Buying Gold, Silver and
Rare Coins; The Global War for Oil; The
New Bull Market in Gold; and The Rise of
Gold in the 21st Century.

As a commodity expert, James has been quoted in
the prestigious Time Magazine, as well as in
almost every major newspaper in the United

States. That includes everything from
the New York Times to USA
Today, The Los Angeles Times
as well as the Chicago
Tribune.

He has been the publisher of
over 15 financial advisory serv-
ices and has helped thousands
of investors along the way

profit from his unconven-
tional thinking and his
unique insights.
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Savvy subscribers reaped total cumulative
gains of 3,512% on this string of winners. And
we got letters back from them — saying how
THRILLED they were.

Imagine: $198,000 Profit
on One Stock Pick!

For example, we recently received a letter
from an excited subscriber who had made a
staggering $198,000 from just one of my rec-
ommendations. He was so blown away at his prof-
its that he sent us copies of his trading account
statements along with permission to print them to
convince more people like you of the extraordinary
opportunities we uncover with our research.

Another subscriber made $280,000 in
less than a month!

“Awesome”, he said. “I have done very well on
your advice. A paper gain of $280,000 since Jan. 12
(less than a month!).”

But that’s not all: Chris E. said, “Thank you so
much… ALL your predictions have come true.”

A thrilled Alan S., a stock broker of 12 years,
said: “Keep up the great work. I’ve already made a
killing on the first recommendation…”

And David V. told us: “Of all the newsletters I

receive, yours has made me superior profits. I keep send-
ing you subscribers from among my academic circle…
who want to know how I get ahead of the crowd so many
times. I tripledmy stock account last year thanks, in large
part, to buying a good number of your target picks.”

But STILL not all…

My Very Conservative
Gold & Energy Advisor
Model Portfolio is Up
A Whopping 136.33%!*

Yes, I’m very proud of what we’ve accom-
plished for our loyal subscribers.

But in 2004 – seeing the future in red hot
energy and precious metals, I brought together an
outstanding team of top-gun financial advisors from
the business, investment, and scientific community
and created a new investment newsletter.

It’s an advisory service called The Gold &
Energy Advisor.

If you were a subscriber from the start you
would’ve been with us then when oil was trading at
just $54 a barrel. I literally begged my Gold &
Energy Advisor subscribers to start investing in a
handful of specific oil and energy stocks. I told them:

“…if you thought $60 oil was
crazy and $75 was insane… then
you ‘ain’t seen nothin’ yet!”

Well, guess what? Crude oil has already set
new historic highs with runs up to $85, $90, even
$100 a barrel.

And I hope you’re LISTENING now, because
I am doing it again.

If you’re not prepared for $100, even $150 oil…
and if you don’t take the prudent steps NOW to adjust
your investing strategy… you’re going to miss out on
your best chance in years, to double the money in your
IRAs, Keoghs and 401K retirement plans.

136.33%29.82%

11.49%

28.95%
24.90%
21.84% 53.08%

81.20%
122.30%

7.65%
9.81%

34.97%
37.07%
29.29%

Our Conservative Model
Portfolio Total Return

since Inception 136.33%*

*Since Launch in March of 2004
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Won’t You Join Us?

Make no mistake: I live and breathe these
markets! My predictions about events now unfolding
in the global energy markets are becoming legendary
and have been on-the-money. And yes, I “humbly”
say… I’m doing it again.

The alternative energy’s revolu-
tion has arrived — and if you posi-
tion yourself NOW you can be on
the path to a relaxed and early
retirement and leave a lasting
legacy for your heirs!

And that’s why I want to make this opportunity
for you to get in NOW a “no brainer”.

Trial Subscription At Just
$9.97 for 3 Months Gets You
Started! (Warning: This Offer

is open to the first 200
Subscribers ONLY)

I am proud of my reputation within the
Industry as well as with my subscribers. So when it
comes to Gold and Energy investments – I am like a
bloodhound. I leave NO stone unturned when it comes
to my research. It takes A LOT to impress me.

And right now I am extremely impressed
with the profits that are coming with Biofuel…
which is why I insist you really put ME to the test.
(Note: What you’re about to receive is going to have my
competitors FOAMING at the mouth, but I don’t care.)

Here’s the deal: Try a TRIAL SUBSCRIP-
TION for an absurdly cheap price. Test drive and
track the recommendations in my Gold & Energy
Advisor for 3 months for just $9.97. (You can bare-
ly get two lattes at Starbucks for that price!)

I can only do this because I’m totally con-
vinced you’ll stay with me when you see how much
money you can make. Then, after your trial is over,
you can continue uninterrupted service for just
$9.97 a month.

Up To 8 FREE GIFTS Have
Been Reserved For You!

When you take me up on my TRIAL sub-
scription for $9.97, you’ll immediately have access to
five FREE Bonus Gifts:

FREE Bonus Gift #1 ($49
Value) “How to Profit Big
Time With Biofuel:
Four Companies
That’ll Ignite Your
Portfolio with the
Clean Tech Boom!”

Now, PLEASE understand,
I can’t guarantee future profits or performance. (No
one can.) But I do expect to see even more stunning
gains in the months ahead in this sizzling sector.

PLUS with your trial and three year subscrip-
tion, I will include certificates for up to a FREE tank of
gas! (See enrollment card for more details.)

FREE Bonus Gift #2 ($59
Value) “Six Stocks Poised to
Soar in the Coming
Oil Merger Mania”

Even though the huge
demand for BioFuel is happening
now… you can STILL make mas-
sive profits from “shrinking oil.”

Believe it or not (even with
the huge profits they’re making), The Big Oil com-
panies are desperate. Their reserves are being
drained like a Florida swamp, and they can’t find
more to replace them. So now they’re plotting to
take over smaller companies and grab their reserves
instead, and I want you to get in on the action.
Listen — investors who own these “target” stocks
can collect huge paychecks.

Right now, Chevron Texaco bought out
Unocal — a $16.8 billion deal, and Unocal went up
a whopping 57 percent in the weeks before the
announcement. Valero Energy bought refiner
Premcor for $8.7 billion — and Premcor stock surged
up 55 percent in the weeks preceding.

(over, please)



And here’s some even better news:

With oil pushing close to $100, a slew of
NEW, VERY profitable energy related mergers are
in the works, and will soon be announced.

In my updated report “Six Stocks Poised to
Soar in the Coming Oil Merger Mania” I’ll give
you a leg up on the crowd and give you a chance to
double your money in the months ahead.

Anyone who knows me know I can talk
about this for days, but my special Gold & Energy
Advisor report will explain in detail which compa-
nies are: a) best positioned to get taken over by the
big boys, and b) how you can get in first to profit
when they do.

FREE Bonus Gift #3
($59 Value) “How to
Buy Oil Companies
for 25 Cents on the
Dollar!”

A third Special Report reveals five energy
stocks that are dramatically undervalued. Averaged
together, when you buy stock in these five compa-
nies, you’re buying their oil reserves at $13.92
per barrel: about one-fourth the market price!

FREE Bonus
Gift #4 ($99
Value) Insider
Access to the
Subscribers
Only Gold &
Energy Advisor Website

What’s more, the Gold & Energy Advisor
is more than just a newsletter. As a member, you
will get access to the private GEA website.

Just imagine logging on 24 hours a day and
having complete access to fast-breaking news on
energy and other markets. Once there you can read
the exclusive Market Newswires...check on our GEA
portfolio...browse the archives...download other

FREE Special Reports as they’re issued to mem-
bers...and more! Similar members-only websites
cost $99 per year, or more. But access to the private
GEA site is yours FREE with your subscription.

FREE Bonus Gift #5 ($99
Value) Private
Flash Alerts and
Updates

The Gold & Energy
Advisor newsletter comes out
monthly, and keeps you up-to-
date on the markets. But some-
times hot opportunities occur, and
I want to get them to members IMMEDIATELY. So
you’ll also get FREE email updates and flash alerts
as I issue them (at least once per week, often more).
These usually contain very specific investment rec-
ommendations, with clear instructions on how to
place the trades with your broker.

These tips and recommendations have been
among the most profitable parts of the Gold &
Energy Advisor service — and they’re yours, FREE!

Do the math: So far that’s $365 in free gifts
and bonuses, for a trial subscription costing only
$99.70 with monthly billing for one year — which is
itself a $128 savings from the newsletter’s cover
price of $228… a full $493 in savings and free gifts.

But I’m not even remotely finished yet:
When you accept a one-year subscription for only
$79, you’ll also get...

FREE Bonus Gift #6
($59 Value) “The
Global War for Oil: A
Survival Guide to the
Coming Energy
Shock”

My book has already sent shock waves
through the world’s financial markets. In it, I blow
the lid off what could be the biggest financial
scandal in human history —the deliberate
cover-up of the coming energy shock! The media

8
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picked up on my revelations and before I knew it I
was quoted in hundreds of newspapers and maga-
zines around the world.

Now that oil is close to $100, my phone’s
ringing from reporters asking for follow up inter-
views. So what do I do? I refer them right back to my
book and it’s yours as a FREE bonus with your sub-
scription! In it, you will learn about...

• The price of petroleum: the most
reliable stock market indicator of all.
When it goes up significantly, the overall
stock market goes down — it’s practically
a law of physics (page 12)

• The bizarre economics of oil — why
finding “only” a million barrels at a time
will bankrupt you! (p. 31)

• Highlights from a secret insider
report exposing the dangerous world oil
shortage — each copy of this report cost
$32,000! (p. 164)

• Is Saudi oil production about to
collapse by up to 40 percent... maybe
even next year? (p. 159)

• Sink one ship in this spot, and 15
million barrels of oil per day are
taken off world oil markets...and
terrorists are openly threatening to do so!
(p. 123) The simple truth is this: Oil might
fluctuate briefly… but long-term, it’s
shooting up like a Texas geyser!

With your two-year subscription for just $149 you get...

FREEBonusGift #7
($49 Value) “The
NewBullMarket in
Gold: $1,000 Gold
and theManyWays
to Profit From It”

Back in my January 2007 issue I informed

my loyal GEA readers that gold was at $648.
Presently, it’s trading at around $900! Again, I
pleaded with my readers, “This is it! Load up on this
baby!”

And yes, I am sounding like a broken record
again. Buy Gold! Here’s why: The recent interest
rate cut is going to act like jet fuel for both oil and
gold. Lower interest rates and billions of dol-
lars pumped into the U.S. Economy will just
serve to drive the U.S. Dollar lower.

What does that mean for you?

It means gold and oil will
SKY ROCKET… AGAIN!

Investors need to understand this: Gold is an
excellent way to compound your profits from the
coming oil shock.

Not only that, but I expect a long bull market
that could well drive gold to $2,500 an ounce
and higher.

I’ve never been more serious than I am right
now: be CAUTIOUS — many so-called “gold invest-
ments” are shams, and you can get clobbered in this
market if you’re not vigilant. My advice is for you to
invest very carefully. So I wrote an entire book on
how to profit in the coming gold bull market.

It shows why gold is going to $1,000, even
$2,000 per ounce in the near future...how to choose
the best gold stocks and mutual funds...which gold
investments to dive into, and which ones to avoid at
all costs...the unique “one way leverage” of certain
gold coins...and much more.

This 195-page book sells for $49. And it’s
yours FREE!

So if you go for a two-year subscription
– it’ll cost you only $149 — a $307 savings from
the cover price. All together, that’s $780 in sav-
ings and FREE gifts!

But here’s one more offer you may not
be able to refuse…

(over, please)

Subscribe Today andWe’ll Send You A Gold Coin As A Bonus!
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FREE Bonus Gift # 8 ($75
Value) Subscribe for 3 Years

for only $189 and You’ll
Also Receive an Extra
Bonus: AMexican

Gold 2 Pesos Coin

Look - I’m going to
put my money where my
mouth is. And that’s because

I like my members to start
profiting NOW when they join

my service. And what better way to help you do this,
than to give you a stunning BONUS Gold Coin.
This dazzling coin is pure 22 karat gold.

Mexican 2 Pesos are one of the most popu-
lar gold coins in the entire world — their weight and
purity are guaranteed by the Mexican government.
(They’re collected by eager investors around the
globe.)

And I have a Gem Mint State 2 Pesos gold
coin reserved for you, as an EXTRA BONUS with
your three-year subscription!

Let’s add this all up for you:

You get an additional $188 savings from the
cover price. And a BONUS gold coin worth $75, for
only $40 more!

Just think: Your total savings and bonuses
are a whopping $1,043!

AMini Recap of
What You’ll Get

• My monthly Gold & Energy Advisor
Newsletter

• Weekly and special daily updates delivered
by email

• 24/7 access to our amazing website that
will keep you completely updated

PLUS all the FREE Bonuses you’re going to
get. (similar reports cost $59 or more)—And rest easy:

Your Subscription is
100% Risk-Free!

I’m so confident you’ll be delighted with the
Gold & Energy Advisor, I’m offering you up to 7
FREE bonuses and one EXTRA bonus gold coin to
try it.

But I’ll go even further than that. If at any
time during the first 60 days of your subscription,
you’re not absolutely delighted, just call us and can-
cel — no questions asked… and all your money will
be cheerfully refunded.

(Of course, if you accepted the EXTRA
BONUS gold coin, we’d appreciate it if you sent it
back. Or we can just deduct $75 for the coin, and
refund the rest.)

But the “Massive Profits From Shrinking
Oil” bulletins, and both books, will be yours to keep
either way. That’s fair, right? As you can plainly see,
I’m taking all the risk here.

Remember: This limited time
offer is ONLY open to the next 200
new subscribers!

Again, Gold is soaring like an eagle —
it recently hit a 28-year high, (up 17 percent
last year and 70.51% in three years.) And my
accountant already says I’m crazy to offer these
beautiful gold coins as EXTRA bonuses.

As you can imagine, people are beating
down my door to get them — and I have only a lim-
ited number set aside for this offer. So here’s the
catch: I’ve reserved FREE Bonus gifts in your
name… BUT I can only hold them for a short time.

60 Day Unconditional Guarantee
I understand I may cancel my member-
ship at any time within the first 60 days,
for any reason, and get a cheerful refund.
I understand that if I accepted the
EXTRA BONUS gold coin, I can either
return it and get back every penny I
paid, or else keep it for a $75 deduction
from my refund. But either way, every-
thing else I receive is mine to keep.



If I don’t hear from you within the next ten days, I’ll
be forced to make them available to the next sub-
scriber on the list. (Naturally, once the Gold Coins
are gone… they’re gone!)

I urge you to activate your subscription to
my Gold & Energy Advisor today, while your 7
FREE bonus gifts and EXTRA BONUS Gold
Coin are still available.

It’s very easy. Just fill out the subscription
activation form and mail it in — or you can phone in
your order to 1-800-819-8693. To order immediately
online, go to http://www.goldandenergyadvisor.com/sub11/gea0801

Time is definitely of the essence. The stocks
in the FREE reports are poised for explosive
growth and I’d like you to get in at a great price.
And because I run a tight ship around here — I’ve
instructed my marketing department to rush your
FREE Bonuses out to you as soon we receive your
order. While it’s fresh on your mind subscribe
TODAY!

Sincerely yours,

James DiGeorgia
Editor, Gold and Energy Advisor

P.S. WARNING! The Federal Reserve is hand-
ing you a golden money making opportunity. It’s one
of the few times in your life you’ll ever be handed the
opportunity to very conservatively double your
money.

Look: Lowering interest rates and pumping
hundreds of billions of dollars into the U.S. Economy
to prevent a US recession will send oil and the pre-
cious metals sharply higher over the next 24-36
months.

Please don’t miss out on this amazing
opportunity. Get the investment and market
analysis you NEED to win big. Call 1-800-819-8693
and my staff will assist you in placing your order.

*Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Results are
based on a hypothetical portfolio and actual results may vary.

(over, please)

YourGold andEnergyAdvisor:
Going Straight ToThe Source…

“I make it a point to meet with the world’s
movers and shakers to share my perspective
on the precious metals and energy markets.
Quite often, I’m able to pick up an insight that
can pay off big formy subscribers.”

– James DiGeorgia

I certainly didn’t pull any punches with Carl Rove. If
the U.S. doesn’t put its financial house in order, we’ll
see $2,500 gold and $150 oil really soon! Already last
year, when oil was at $50 a barrel, G&EAdvisor pre-
dicted $100…and since then it’s made it up to $98.
Mark my words…$2500 gold is on its way if
America’s policy makers stay on the current fiscal
course…

Newt is one of the brightest andnicest politicians I have
ever met. He’s a staunch fiscal conservative. Had the
Republicans stuck to the contract with America, the
countrywouldn’t be in the financial mess it’s in today!
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� BEST DEAL: $189 (I get $1,043 in savings and FREE gifts.) Please give me the three-year
(36 issues) membership to your Gold & Energy Advisor service. With my subscription I will get…
• FREEGIFT #1How to Profit Big TimeWith Biofuel: Four Companies That’ll Ignite Your Portfolio with the Clean Tech Boom!
• FREE GIFT #2 Six Stocks Poised To Soar in
the Coming Oil Merger Mania

• FREE GIFT #3 How to Buy Oil Companies
for 25 Cents on the Dollar*

• FREE GIFT #4 Insider Access to the
Subscribers Only Gold&Energy AdvisorWebsite

• FREE GIFT #5 Weekly Private Flash Alerts
and Updates

• FREE GIFT #6 The Global War for Oil: A
Survival Guide to the Coming Energy Shock

• FREE GIFT #7 The New Bull Market in Gold:
$1,000 Gold and the Many Ways to Profit From It

• FREE GIFT #8 A Mexican 2 Pesos gold coin!

� BETTERDEAL: $149 (I get $780 in savings and FREEgifts)Please giveme the two year (24 issues)mem-
bership to theGold&Energy Advisor. I understand I will get everything listed above – except: the gold pesos.

� GOOD DEAL: $79 (I get $573 in savings and FREE gifts) Please give me a one year membership
to the Gold & Energy Advisor (12 issues). I understand I will get everything listed under the BEST DEAL
offer except: The New Bull Market in Gold: $1,000 Gold and the gold pesos.

� TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION: $9.97 (I get $493 in savings and FREE gifts with trial and monthly
billing totalling one year) I want to test drive your Gold & Energy Advisor for 3 months. I understand I
will get gifts #1 through #5. After my 3 month subscription is over – if I don’t contact you to cancel – my credit
card will be billed $9.97 per month thereafter.

� QUICKRESPONSEBONUS: I amorderingwithin4days
– please send me my FREEGAS CERTIFICATES

Payment Options:

� I’m enclosing a check or money order payable to

Gold & Energy Advisor

� Please Charge my… � Amex � Visa � MasterCard

Name _________________________ Credit Card Number ____________________________ Exp. Date ____/____

Signature ____________________________ Phone __________________ Email address _______________________

SUBSCRIPTION ACTIVATION FORM
for Gold & Energy Advisor

YES, JAMES! I want huge profits in the “Bio-Fuel” tech boom and want the 4 rising stars in
the alternative energy universe.And because your amazing offer is too irresistible to pass up, I want the…

(To receive your FREE instant investment alerts)

While we are in the throes of a new energy revolution, and while in a decade’s
time there may be BioFuel stations on every block offering you cheap new
green ways to fill your car, right now prices at the pump are sky-rocketing. So
as an extra-special limited-time offer, we thought we’d help you get through this
energy crisis by offering you $40 worth of FREE gas NOWwith our Best Offer
and $20 worth of FREE gas NOW with our Trial offer! You can use it at any
gas station of your choice. You can even use it to fill your car with BioFuels! You
may not know it, but your car may already be able to run on this new green
fuel. Just ask at any station offering BioFuels! $40 worth of gas will get you
about 13 gallons (avg. $3 /gallon). But in a few years, as the Biofuel revolution
sweeps across America, you’ll be paying much less at the pump. But more
importantly, you could be making tens of thousands of dollars on Gold &
Energy Advisor’s #1 Biofuel stock! Like everyone else in the world, we only have
a limited supply of gas. So please respond within 10 days, and we’ll send your
FREE gas coupons right away!

*FREE GAS!
If You Respond Within 4 Days

4 EASY WAYS TO SUBSCRIBE
By phone:1-800-819-8693
By FAX: 1-612-395-5250
By Mail: Gold & Energy Advisor

925 S. Federal Highway, Suite 500
Boca Raton, Florida 33432

Our website: www.goldandenergyadvisor.com/sub11/gea0108

(In case we have questions about your order)

*The three reports are available online only. If you do not have access to a computer, you may call our customer service hotline to receive the reports by mail.


